Dear Chancellor Phillip L. Clay

Was I under a misconception that Massachusetts Institute of Technology was a seat of higher learning: who's "Primary Goal" was to nurture a thirst for 'Knowledge'? I sent a piece of "Knowledge" to challenge MIT via the director of the "Center for Materials Research in archaeology and Ethnology." The subject of this challenge was a History changing dam and its irrigation lake from thousands of years ago.

However it would seem that was too JADED in search for "Knowledge" to go past the cover page. Because if she had she would have never responded:

"Seek counsel from geologist or archaeologist who study surface and undersurface topography using remote sensing techniques."

Because, on page "3", of the enclosed document is and WAS that information, the essence of my premise! A Geological Timeline Representation, of the Nile River valley which showed a sudden appearance of a huge temporary irrigation lake. A rise in the river level caused by a dam, historically known as 'Isis", the creation of this dam was described in a Qumran text with an Astronomical reference that is linked to the Geological records of the temporary irrigation lake.
The Geological record of this lake (the Sea of Nun) is one of the many proofs of the dam's existence.

A can not be non A

The Geological record of the temporary irrigation lake would not exist without a DAM to allow that lake to form a huge temporary irrigation lake. The geological records of a lake suddenly appearing at a time of regional and world wide drought, during a period of sea level stagnation, conditions described in the Qumran text.

That being said, I also enclosed (then as now) dozens and dozens of hieroglyphic, papyrus, Qumran scroll texts and scientific proofs of the lake its dam and the ramifications to our understanding of the Technological History of Egypt. Which included the most important technical uses of the dam and its lake; irrigation of crops was just a by-product. However never knew because she never got that far.

My dear Chancellor Clay, I do not understand? Do I need to pay a “BRIBE”, or is it that I am an outsider like Hienrich Schiemann (see discovery of Troy)? It is to you I bring my challenge read all my findings not just the cover page. Do you need the stars to move from their current location to look at my findings? GOOD Because they did. (see the attached “Starry Night, computer star chart.)

I find it hard to believe that. Massachusetts Institute of Technology would let this information pass through its hands UNREAD. Knowledge that “Wise Men” have thirsted after for centuries, knowledge lost and rejected: because a member of the staff of MIT was too JADED to read these enclosed information. A person that felt magnamously justified to give me her “Pearls of Wisdom” that were addrested in the work that she did not read.

I ask you again, Chancellor Clay read all my enclosed findings, I am no Discovery or History Channel “JUNKIE ” I do not even
own a TV or computer for that matter. Everything is new and fresh from texts 2,000+ years old. That will be lost if you do read them. Knowledge that has been lost for thousands of years: what makes you think anyone else would bother looking? Don't tell me people like The Fool on the Hill?

CC Susan Hockfield, Costantino "Chris" Colombo,

PS. I hope you do not mind, I have given the Associate Editor of "THE TECH", Chris, permission to copy and read the enclosures, at your convenience of course. Some times the young mind can see what the JADED refuse to look at.